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This project is about the city and its relationship with its peripheral landscapes. When one looks at Mexico City, one understands that the dominant urban model is one where landscape and city are separated. In this context, a relevant descriptor in the site is soil salinity ( Figure 4) ; a condition that is promoting desertification of the former lakebed. This project tries to stimulate a conversation around the relationship of the city and its peripheral landscape by reconsidering the domains of nature, technology, and urban development.
The project is an urban development scheme (Figures 1 & 2) based on the implementation of an irrigation network (Figure 3 ). The design for the network is based on a context-aware L-System ( Figure 5 ). This technique provides a viable technique for negotiating with highly specific design intentions and data sets with high resolution.
When presented with large data sets, architects normally have little skill for proposing systems that can generate urban form, this process is further impaired by the fact that data sets from a site are representations that resemble a real place, and they do not
CONTEXT-AWARE MULTI-AGENT SYSTEMS

NEGOTIATING INTENSIVE FIELDS
The urban scheme shown with an irrigation network 1 have the resolution that the real place has. These data sets are looked at as fields of intensities, where every point in a given terrain is paired with a value for a relevant descriptor.
Custom software was developed in Processing where a soil salinity data set was modeled, and a system that features virtual agents simulating a collective of robotic agents (Figure 6 ) that sense and deploy an irrigation network for soil remediation based on researched strip cropping techniques (Figure 7) . The constraints assumed for the robot behavior were the impairments of robot sensing, and the fact that at any given moment an agent can only sense and sample one single point. The system then takes this into consideration and deploys the irrigation network by sensing different points sequentially (Figures 8, 9 , 10). Each robot samples three points relative to a starting point, and drops a filtering unit on the point with the lowest salinity sensed. It then repeats the process using this chosen point as a new base. This example shows that it is possible to bridge the gap between sensing and actuating in discrete intervals, both of time and space. While there is still much to be researched in this aspect, it is also a viable method for generating urban networks of infrastructure that are robotically fabricated and respond to highly specific local conditions that cannot be known beforehand.
Thus, the final output of this project should be understood and evaluated as a development of a multi-agent system capable of reacting to an intensive field. This project dissected different aspects of how these concepts were assigned variables, values and constraints to produce a model for managing urban growth alongside ecological reformation strategies.
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The site shown as an array of points with different salinity values.
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The different values of soil salinity affect the system's trajectory over the land
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